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Example Files!
�  http://www-hep.colorado.edu/~tianlu/share/

p0d_highland_tutorial/
�  Username: t2kuser
�  Password: k2k…

�  Includes
�  P0D-NumuCC highland output: 

RunP0DNumuCCAnalysis_prod6B_mcp_neut_RUN2water_0.root
�  Corresponding list of oaAnalysis files: input-file.txt
�  Corresponding T2KReWeight weights file from xsTool 

create_weights_file.sh: weights_unified.root
�  BANFF v7 file from iRODS needed for T2KReWeight: 

postfit_banff_v7_all_params.root
�  Src code referenced in this talk for highland and xsTool
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Brief highland Overview!
�  Basic workflow

�  Start with oaAnalysis file
�  Run highland analysis executable which stores all required info in 

“microtrees”
�  Process microtree outputs with simple ROOT macros or pass as 

input to other packages

�  Analysis steps are categorized as “actions” and “cuts”
�  “actions” are stored in StandardActions*.cxx and will save the 

leading track or save the vertex kinematics for the analysis
�  “cuts” define the selection and are stored in StandardCuts*.cxx

�  p0dNumuCCAnalysis inherits from the tracker-based 
numuCCAnalysis and uses several base utility functions
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The parameters file!
�  Options for when to save an event in the microtree and which 

flux weighting to use are all defined in a parameters file in 
“parameters/yourAnalysis.parameters.dat”

�  This file also tells highland which systematics to turn on/off
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!
"""!Cut!levels!""""""""!
!
!<!p0dNumuCCAnalysis.MinAccumLevelToSave!=!3!>!!!//!minimum!accum!level!to!save!the!event!
!<!p0dNumuCCAnalysis.MinAccumLevelToSaveRooTracker!=!3!>!!!//!minimum!accum!level!to!save!the!
event!in!the!RooTracker!tree!
!
""""!Flux!weigthing!""""""""""""!
!
!<!p0dNumuCCAnalysis.FluxWeighting.Enable!=!1!>!
!<!p0dNumuCCAnalysis.FluxWeighting.File!=!$(HOME)/database/beam/flux/13a/tuned13av1.0/run1"
4/nd5_tuned13av1.0_13anom_run1"4_fine.root!>!
!<!p0dNumuCCAnalysis.FluxWeighting.Tuning!=!tuned13a!>!
!
"""!Systematics!""""""""""""!
Since!we!are!using!inheritance.!For!Tracker!systs!set!values!in!numuCCAnalysis.parameters.dat.!
!
"""!Corrections!""""""""""""!
Since!we!are!using!inheritance.!For!Tracker!corrections!set!values!in!numuCCAnalysis.parameters.dat.!
!

p0dNumuCCAnalysis.parameters.dat



Data-Classes!
�  Classes where oaAnalysis variables are stored

�  E.g. global track represent by AnaTrack 
http://www.hep.lancs.ac.uk/nd280Doc/highlandTools/v0r32/dox/
classAnaTrack.html

�  Source code in “highland/highlandTools/v*r*/src/DataClasses.[hc]xx”

�  Actual reading and converting of oaAnalysis trees is handled by 
“highland/highlandIO/v*r*/src/oaAnalysisTreeConverter.[hc]xx”
�  E.g. oaAnalysisTreeConverter::FillTrackInfo 

�  These files will need additions to save P0DRecon info
�  Currently can access GlobalReconModule and subdetector objects 

associated with GlobalRecon
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Setup Prereqs!
�  Commands to be entered in shell are indicated with backticks

�  CVS: http://www.t2k.org/nd280/software/cvs_access_account_signup

�  CMT: http://www.cmtsite.net/
�  Always use CMT (Configuration Management Tool) instead of CVS to checkout nd280 

packages
�  Always use CMT for setting up package environments, dependencies, and compilation

�  Install nd280AnalysisTools
�  `cmt co -r v1r9p3 nd280AnalysisTools`
�  Edit nd280AnalysisTools/v1r9p3/AnalysisTools/input-file.list to point to an oaAnalysis file
�  `cd nd280AnalysisTools/v1r9p3/cmt && source setup.(c)sh && make`

�  Note: every cmt package should have a cmt/ directory containing setup.[c]sh which can be 
sourced to setup your environment such that all exes are in your PATH and libs in 
LD_LIBRARY_PATH
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Install highland!
�  Checkout master revision v0r31 recursively

�  `cmt co -r v0r31 -R highland/highLevelAnalysis`

�  Compile
�  `cd highland/highLevelAnalysis/v0r31/cmt`
�  `source setup.(c)sh`
�  `cmt broadcast cmt config`
�  `cmt broadcast cmt make`

�  Checkout HEAD of p0dNumuCCAnalysis
�  `cmt co highland/p0dNumuCCAnalysis`

�  Compile
�  `cd highland/p0dNumuCCAnalysis/v0r2/cmt`
�  `source setup.(c)sh`
�  `cmt make`

�  This should leave you with an executable “RunP0DNumuCCAnalysis.exe” that can be run 
over oaAnalysis files
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Running highland!
�  Basic usage: RunP0DNumuCCAnalysis.exe [options] 

[input-file]
�  To get a list of options just do 

`RunP0DNumuCCAnalysis.exe` with no arguments
�  “[input-file]” can be an oaAnal file or a text file containing a 

list of paths to oaAnalysis files

�  E.g. `RunP0DNumuCCAnalysis.exe -o test.root 
oa_gn_beam_91410124-0050_v57bpnnex7rq_anal_000
_prod006magnet201011waterc-bsdv01_2.root`
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highland Output!
�  Basic (no systematics) output includes five TTrees

�  config: for use with highland’s DrawingTools utilities
�  header: contains versioning and PoT info
�  truth: contains truth info from what 

TTruthTrajectories and TTruthVertices that were 
filled by the analysis (e.g. all true CC interactions in 
P0DFV)

�  default: contains reco and truth (if MC) info for 
selected events as well as which cut-level was 
passed

�  [GN]RooTrackerVtx: complete truth info for primary 
vertices filled under the condition 
p0dNumuCCAnalysis::CheckFillRooTracker returns 
true

�  cf. 
RunP0DNumuCCAnalysis_prod6B_mcp_neut_RUN
2water_0.root

�  Ideally, the default tree should contain events 
matching current P0D-standalone selections
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Installing xsTool!
�  `cmt co -r v0r7 -R xsTool`

�  Checks out all dependencies and the xsTool package itself
�  Dependencies include: nd280AnalysisTools, RooUnfold, 

and T2KReWeight

�  Compilation is similar to highland’s
�  cd xsTool/v0r7/cmt
�  source setup.(c)sh
�  cmt broadcast cmt config
�  cmt broadcast cmt make
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Interfacing with highland: 
xsInputdata!

�  The xsTool package has been designed to read highland outputs
�  In theory supposed to work with other formats but the user has to write his/

her own xsInputdata class to process the standalone format

�  Two important classes:
�  xsInputdata: Handles reading inputs, flux file, and (optional) weights file
�  xsEngine: Handles the unfolding and error propagation

�  Take a look at “work/numuCCinc.C” for an example
�  Requires highland rdp and mcp outputs, flux files, and an optional weights file 

containing outputs from T2KReWeight
�  Must define signal and cut for the highland inputs
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// prepare input data for run 1 
xsInputdataHighland *inp = new xsInputdataHighland(); 
inp->SetupFromHighland("microtree_ccinc_run1.root","microtree_ccinc_runrdp1.root"); 
inp->SetFlux("nd5_tuned11bv3.2_11anom_run1_fine.root", "enu_nd5_tuned11b_numu"); 
 
// setup reweighting for run 1 
xsReweightSystematics *reweightRun1 = new 
xsReweightSystematics("weights_ccinc_run1.root","numu"); 
inp->SetReweighting(reweightRun1); 
 
// define signal and selection cut 
inp->SetSignal("truemu_truemom > 0"); 
inp->SetCut("Sum$(accum_level[xstool_throw][0]) > 5"); 
 
!

numuCCinc.C



Extracting a xsec: xsEngine!
�  Different unfolding engines available, but most mature 

one is xsEngineUnfoldingBayes

�  Performs a Bayesian unfolding from reconstructed data 
to predicted truth based on an unfolding matrix 
constructed from the MC

�  Basic usage:
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// create cross section engine for unfolding and feed with input data, flux and target mode 
xsEngineUnfoldingBayes *engine = new xsEngineUnfoldingBayes(); engine->SetNumberOfIterations(2); 
 
engine->SetInput(inp); 
engine->SetTargetMode(xsTargetSection::FGD1, xsTargetNucleons::BOTH);  // protons and neutrons in FGD1 are 
targets 
 
TH1 *hresult = engine->GetResult(true); 
!

numuCCinc.C
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Creating T2KReWeight 
Weights!

�  xsTool includes reweighting functionality

�  Comes with a helpful script “work/create_weights_file.sh” 
which generates weights based on highland output
�  Usage: ./create_weights_file.sh <microtree> <banffFile> 

<outdir> [<oaAnalysisFileList>] [<oaAnalysisFilePrefix>]
�  <microtree> is highland output (should be from NEUT only)
�  <banffFile> contains the BANFF prefit covariances which are 

need to generate parameter throws 
(postfit_banff_v7_all_params.root)

�  <outdir> directory to store output weights
�  [<oaAnalysisFileList>] a txt file containing the oaAnalysis files 

used to generate the highland outputs (needed for 
RooTrackerVtx info)

�  [<oaAnalysisFilePrefix>] path prefix to <oaAnalysisFileList>

�  Output (weights_unified.root) contains trees with xsec, 
fsi, and flux weights corresponding to different throws of 
the respective parameters for each event in the default 
and truth highland microtrees
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Further References!
�  CMT and CVS

�  http://www.t2k.org/nd280/software/meetings/2011/sept_soft_tutorial/cmt_cvs

�  A step-by-step tutorial on creating your own analysis in highland
�  http://www.hep.lancs.ac.uk/nd280Doc/devel/invariant/highLevelAnalysis/tutorial.html

�  Info on the highland data-classes
�  http://www.hep.lancs.ac.uk/nd280Doc/devel/invariant/highLevelAnalysis/

overview.html#over_dataclasses

�  Systematics in highland
�  http://www.hep.lancs.ac.uk/nd280Doc/devel/invariant/highLevelAnalysis/systematics.html

�  xsTool
�  http://www.hep.lancs.ac.uk/nd280Doc/devel/invariant/xsTool/

�  Downloading files from iRODS
�  http://www.t2k.org/asg/oagroup/gadatastorage
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Backups!
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